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Summary 
 

 The S&P500 index is expected to make new all-time highs early in the week and sell off 
after the 2:00 p.m. Wednesday FOMC announcement.  

 
 Oil  is expected to hold up above 200-dEMA line and attempt to break overhead 

resistance at the $60.50 level.  
 

 GOLD  is expected to move low first and make a small bounce after the FOMC 
announcement. However if gold price goes up before FOMC announcement, there is a big 
chance to sell off after it. The FOMC statement is often followed by a price reversal. 

 
 
 
 

Weekly Outlook for 
Dec. 9 – Dec. 13 2019 
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY): 
 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up but overbought.  
Trade strategy:    
 
The intermediate-term trend remains up even after the index had a minor ultra-short-term 
correction. The weekly PMO indicator accelerated to the upside, but the weekly slow STO has an 
extremely overbought condition. The conflict between indicators didn't give a confirmation to last 
week's late rally, which formed a weekly doji candlestick. I expect SP500mini (ES) may go 
higher first in the early days to make new highs and later close lower after the FOCM 
announcement Wednesday to get ready for the rollover into the March contract.    
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  up  
Trade strategy: Aggressive short on any strong rally in the early week  
 
The SP500 index sold off dramatically last Monday and but quickly found support on Tuesday. It 
then gapped up at the open every day into Friday. The price action was bullish. The index 
corrected its ultra-short-term overbought condition in a fast way. The daily PMO indicator tried 
to turn up, but still hasn't given a buying signal yet. The Slow STO indicator is in the middle; 
both suggest the index could go either direction this Monday. The index may do its back-fill for 
one or two days to wait for the FOMC announcement, but it also can hold above 3110-08 (the 20-
day EMA) before rallying to yet another new all-time high.    

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weekly Option  
 Strike price Expiration 

Date 
Strike price Expiration 

Date 

 3195.00    

Meanline  3135.00 12/9/2019 ****  

 3050.00    

**** see daily trading plan 
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL)  
 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Neutral  
Trade strategy:  buy on dip 
 
The outlook for intermediate-term trend didn't change much. The price still remains inside the 
same triangle pattern. But the weekly PMO indicator turned up again and gave a buy signal. 
There is lots of room on the upside.  The resistance around the $60.50 area will be a key for oil 
on the upside. A failure to move and close above it could still pull oil back to re-test the $55.50 
area.  
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: neutral 
Trade strategy:  buy on support zone (50/200-dEMA lines) 
 
Oil broke its prior week's high level and closed above it. The price action looked slightly bullish, 
mainly in response to promises of production cuts from major producers.  But the broad trading 
range (red and green dotted lines) remains intact. This week the $58.75 level will be very 
important to buyers. As long as oil stays above it, a further rally to challenge the top of the 
intermediate-term triangle pattern is likely to be seen.  A move back below 58.75 could lead oil to 
drop near the 200-dEMA line again for testing.  
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD) 

 
INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: neutral with little oversold 
Trade strategy:   
 
There is not much change in the intermediate-term trend. Gold remains inside the downtrend 
channel. The correction still has not ended completely. The price has chopped around the 20-
wEMA line for four weeks. The weekly PMO indicator is still falling, and the weekly slow STO 
indicator moved down back again. There is a great chance for gold to go down further to seek 
support around the 40-wEMA line.   
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:   down  
Trade strategy:   Short on any strong bounce early in the week.  
 
Gold headed back toward support at $1445 area after US had a strong jobs report on Friday. Now 
the $1445-$1420 zone will be a key area to watch this week. Gold may go down further into that 
level in the two days before FOMC day on Wednesday, and bounce after it. But no matter how 
strong that bounce may be, it still relies on the Fed statement, not market forces. If there is a 
break below $1420, the next major support is at $1375, which I have expected to see for quite a 
long time. However I also expect gold will have a decent bounce if/when it hits the $1375 area.  
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS 
 
 

 


